
 
 

Bill and Kit’s 2020 Excellent Adventure, Journal #15 
“Carrera de Velocidad a Casa” 

 

Travel does not exist without home.  If we never return to the 

place we started, we would just be wandering, lost.  Home is a 

reflecting surface, a place to measure our growth and enrich us 

after being infused with the outside world. 

Josh Gates 

 
Preface:  This edition has sat, in draft form, on my laptop, for the past 989 days!  Since Kit 

and I are planning on pointing our camper south this winter, I thought it prudent, for 

continuity’s sake, to finalize and post this, the last journal of our 2020 Excellent Adventure. 
 

 

Sunday, March 22, 2020:  Departed Tucson, Arizona at 0642 hours under sunny skies, a temperature 

of 47 degrees, and a massive pandemic cloud hovering over the world.  We jumped on I-10 and 

pointed the rig toward home by the most direct route…a rare and uncomfortable travel style for us. 

 

 

 
 

We weren’t alone…there were about a half dozen other RV’rs that departed Davis Monthan Air Force 

base while they still could.  So far, to our knowledge, no one on base has contracted Covid…however 
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that possibility, and the resulting base lock-down by the commander, was incentive enough to 

convince us it was wise to prematurely head home. 

 

Just to the east, we climbed into the Dragoon Mountains, threaded Texas Canyon, and dropped onto 

Cochise County in Eastern Arizona. 

 

 
 

Over the next few days Kit and I will be focused on selecting the quickest route to the northeast while 

staying safe and Covid free.  We have a few face masks and a box of disposable gloves which should 

help us stay healthy.  So, this edition of the journal may end up being more boring than others…if 

that’s even possible! 

 

Being on the road, during a national pandemic, with many states mandating travel restriction is 

somewhat eerie. 

 

 
 

I-10 is normally busy with a fairly equal mix of private as well as commercial travelers.  However, we 

quickly became aware that the long-haul truckers were the predominate vehicle on the highway and 

the leisure travel folks were hunkering down.    

 



At 0858 hours, we crossed the New Mexico border, and an hour later pulled off the highway to stretch 

our legs a bit. 

 

 
 

We encountered a dusty little town, with many storefronts boarded up.  The only human activity was 

at the local farm supply store and the village post office.  This part of the US has not enjoyed the 

prosperity of the coastal regions, and partially account for their dissatisfaction with the way our 

country is managed. 

 

At 1259 hours we crossed into Texas and pulled into a truck stop for fuel and a break.  Normally, on a 

travel day, we stop every two hours or so for exercise, food, or fuel, and to visit the facilities available 

inside.  However, with the pandemic raging, we decided to frequent truck stops where I can fuel up 

wearing gloves, then relocate the rig to a suitable parking spot, hop into the camper, grab something to 

eat and use the RV bathroom.  We believe it’s far safer that way and intend to continue this procedure 

for the rest of the trip. 

 

At 1625, Kit and I crossed over into Central Time Zone and an hour later pulled into Van Horn, Texas 

for an overnight stay at Mountain View RV Park…a campground we’ve stayed at in the past. 

 

 
 

True to its name the park features a view of the Guadalupe Mountain range to the north. 



 

 
 

Following a nice meal, we strolled about the park and enjoyed the evenings sunset. 

 

 
 

Before turning in…good night! 

 

 

Monday, March 23, 2020:  Up early and departed before sunrise to continue east on Interstate 10.  The 

temperature was a chilly 43 degrees, and the overnight dew on the Mesquite trees provided a pleasant 

aroma.  Within a short distance, the sun began peaking over the horizon. 

 



 
 

At 0737 we shifted over to I-20E and an hour later pulled off to get fuel and make breakfast. 

 

As the sun continued to rise, warming the grasslands of west Texas, fog set in reducing visibility a bit. 

 

 
 

Around 1000 we neared Midland, Texas and noticed an increase in oil exploration and refining. 

 



 
 

This area is known as the Permian Basin which contains a vast area of sedimentary rock from the 

Permian era.  The basin covers over 86,000 square miles and features large deposits of oil and natural 

gas which is extracted via fracking. 

 

At 1600, the GPS directed us to I-635 North, which led us to I-30 where we continued easterly.  

Nearing Royce City, Texas we encountered our first Buc-ee’s in over three months… 

 

 
 

 

…and decided to stop, top off our fuel tanks, mask up, and head inside for a few of their famous 

brisket sandwiches to go. 

 

Back on the interstate at 1830 hours… 

 



 
 

… and salivating at the delicious smell of the best brisket East of the Pecos, Kit quickly found a 

suitable campground just off the interstate where we pulled into for the evening. 

 

Been a long travel day…Goodnight! 

 

 

Tuesday, March 24, 2020:  Up at 0630, retracted the slides and leveling jacks in preparation for our 

departure from Brushey Creek Campground.    

 

 
 

An overnight rain squall turned the campground, as well as the dirt road leading to it, a muddy mess.  

Shifting the truck into four-wheel drive, I was able to safely navigate the narrow road back into 

civilization. 

 



 
 

This area of Texas is pleasantly verdant and, even though it is a bit early in the season, Kit spotted 

some Bluebonnets sprouting alongside the highway. 

 

At a rest stop for our camper prepared breakfast, I snapped a photo of the GPS showing our relative 

position.  

 

 
 

Yep, looks like were going to drive straight through Dallas…the first time in 11 years, and back then I 

placed Dallas on my “never again” list of major cities to avoid.  These also include, in no particular 

order… Los Angeles, San Francisco, Phoenix, Detroit, Chicago, Boston, New York, Washington DC, 

Atlanta, and Houston.  Yea, I know, there are loops around most of these megalopolises, however they 

are still a pain to drive a ponderous 45-foot-long rig anywhere nearby (rant over). 

 

Well, much to our pleasant surprise, the citizens of Northeast Texas are heeding the governments 

appeal to stay home and isolate. 

 



 
 

The few vehicles we encountered as we neared Dallas were truckers working to deliver the scarce 

bathroom tissue that, for some reason, is suddenly in short supply??? 

 

Stopped for fuel in Texarkana and was thrilled that diesel was selling for $2.00/gallon!  Underway 

with a full tank, and a few breakfast snacks from the camper, we crossed the Arkansas border at 0941 

hours.   

 

Around noon, we merged onto I-440 East and 20 minutes later, crossed the Arkansas River where we 

picked up I-40 and continued eastly. 

 

Getting late in the afternoon, Kit discovered a nice campground in Forest City, Arkansas where we 

pulled in for the evening. 

 

 
 

After settling in, Kit and I received a text from friends back home in Maine to join them on an App 

called House Party for a Virtual Happy Hour! 

 



 
 

What a real treat…thanks folks! 

 

 

Wednesday, March 25, 2020:  Pulled out of The Delta Ridge RV Park at 0700 hours and rejoined I-40 

heading East.   

 

 
 

Forty minutes later, we passed through West Memphis, Arkansas, crossed the Mississippi River, and 

encountered Memphis, Tennessee. 

 

At 1042, Kit and I entered the Eastern Time Zone, and at 1230 hours we pulled into a truck stop for 

fuel and to scare up some lunch.  Back underway on I-40E for another hour and decided to stop early 

for the evening.  We’ve been averaging 588 miles per day since leaving Tucson…far more than our 

preferred daily travel miles and thought it prudent to reward ourselves with an afternoon of rest and 

relaxation. 

 

Kit located a very nice campground in Monterey, Tennessee called Belle Ridge RV Park. 

 



 
 

Spent the afternoon walking about the park, reading, editing photos, and composing the journal.  Also 

created a sign for the rear window of our camper to express our gratitude to some of the folks who 

can’t stay home and stay safe. 

 

 
 

As night fell, we were treated to a glorious Tennessee sunset! 

 



 
 

Goodnight!!! 

 

 

Thursday, March 26, 2020:  Up and on the road by 0700 hours following a restful afternoon and 

evening.  It’s sunny and 48 degrees as we pull onto I-40E and join the parade of long-haul trucks. 

 

 
 

Those that noticed our sign in the back window, acknowledged our greeting by flashing their lights, 

blowing their air horns, or giving us a thumbs up. 

 

At 0957 we merged onto I-81 and headed north crossing the Virginia border at 1200 hours where we 

stopped for fuel, rest, and a late breakfast from our camper supplies. 

 

Back underway, and climbing into the Blue Ridge Mountains, Kit and I encountered thick fog and 

reduced our already moderate speed a bit. 

 



 
 

Within the hour, the fog cleared and gave way to bright sunshine where Kit noticed the Dogwood trees 

were beginning to bloom.  Nearing 1600, Kit searched for a suitable spot to overnight and settled on 

the Shenandoah Valley Campground in Verona, Virginia…a nice facility we’ve stayed at on past trips.   

 

Leaving I-81 for the more scenic back roads… 

 

 
 

…we pulled up to the campground office and realized we actually had never been to this 

campground!?!?  However, it looked pleasant, so decided to stay. 

 



 
 

Doing some Googling, Kit discovered that there are two Virginia campgrounds with the same name, 

the other Shenandoah Valley Campground, and the one we frequent, is in Mount Jackson.  So, with 

that newfound knowledge, we enjoyed dinner, took a walk around the park, signed on to this evenings 

Virtual Happy Hour with Maine friends… 

 

 
 

…and turned in for the evening as the sun dropped below the tree lined shore of the Middle River. 

 



 
 

Goodnight! 

 

 

Friday, March 27, 2020:  We’re only 700 miles from home, so decided to enjoy a leisurely morning.  

So as Kit prepared a large breakfast, I prepared the truck and trailer for departure.  We were still able 

to get on the road shortly after 0900 hours and made our way through the backroads toward the 

Interstate.   

 

 
 

The Shenandoah Valley of Virginia is very picturesque.  An abundance of small villages and farmland 

lend themselves to plenty of picture taking opportunities. 

 



 
 

In years past, Kit and I have explored this area extensively, but not this year…the pandemic has put a 

real damper on meandering about. 

 

By 0930 we were back on I-81 North and back amongst the truckers.   

 

 
 

One of which was a Maine company owned by Kelly Moore, a former camp neighbor of ours. 

 

The weather is partly cloudy with temperatures in the 50’s as we crossed into West Virginia at 1040 

hours, Maryland at 1106, and Pennsylvania at 1017…where we merged onto I-84 heading east.  

 



 
 

A typical and uneventful pandemic travel day with light traffic and pleasant weather.  Made a few 

stops to stretch our legs, and one for fuel at a Flying J Truck Plaza.  We usually seek out the various 

nationwide truck stops as there are multiple diesel fuel pumps, plenty of maneuvering room, and some 

pretty good food offerings…however, due to the pandemic, we’ve been fixing our own meals in the 

camper and rarely go inside the store or visit the onsite restaurant. 

 

Kit scored another nice and convenient campground in Matamoras, Pennsylvania…just west of the 

Delaware River.  Their social distancing protocol was similar to the all previous campgrounds on this 

leg of the trip…we handled everything with the office staff outside or by phone.  

 

 
 

We selected a nice pull through site… 

 



 
 

…right on the Delaware River… 

 

 
 

…where Kit and I enjoyed watching the returning waterfowl paddling about. 

 



 
 

Goodnight! 

 

 

Saturday, March 28, 2020:  Departed the Tri-State RV Park shortly before 0800, and rejoined 

Interstate 84 heading east.  Forty minutes later, we crossed the Hudson River and encountered the New 

York state line at Newburg.  At 0920, we crossed into Connecticut, and prepared to navigate the 

congestion of Hartford.  However there was very light traffic and the driving was almost pleasant!   

 

Stopped at a rest area for a quick break, then crossed into Massachusetts at 1134 hours where we 

merged onto the Mass Pike a short distance before encountering Interstate 495 and headed north.   

 

 

 
 

Around 1300, we merged onto I-95 and continued north crossing the New Hampshire border at 1308 

hours, and the Maine border at 1326. 

 



 
 

Decided to pull into the Turnpike rest area for a break and to grab some lunch. 

 

 
 

Where we encountered the lingering reminisce of the winter. 

 

Back on the road, we motored north… 

 



 
 

…and arrived at our hometown exit around 1500. 

 

 
 

Backing into our driveway a few minutes later… 

 



 
 

…we both agreed, it’s great to be home! 

 

Kit’s Bit’s: Looking back on this hasty trip home, I’m reminded of how important HOME is!  With all 

the news, local, national, and international, it made me realize that we had to be a bit more careful 

about just ozzing around aimlessly.  With the urgency of Covid, we all had to tighten up our daily way 

of life to avoid it.  Once we got home, we stayed in the camper for another 3 weeks.  Our daughter, 

Kimber, is a nurse and was very busy at work and we all were staying clear of each other to avoid 

getting Covid.   

 

Here are the statistics for our 2020 Excellent Adventure: 

Length of Trip:  124 Days  

Total Distance:  9,193 Miles 

Total Fuel Used:  871.8 Gallons 

Average Fuel Economy:  10.5 MPG 

Highest Diesel Fuel Cost:  $4.20 in California   

Lowest Diesel Fuel Cost:  $2.10 in Texas 

Highest Camping Cost with Hook-up’s:  $67.00 in Las Vegas, Nevada 

Lowest Camping Cost with Hook-up’s:  $12.00 in Gila Bend, Arizona 

Average Camping Cost:  $28.78 per Night 

Freebie Camping:  12 Nights, “THANKS’ DEWEY and BEA!” 

 

 

And the cumulative statistics covering the past twelve years: 

Total time on the road:  1,687 days 

Longest trip:  207 Days 

Shortest trip: 99 Days 

Total distance traveled:  136,581 Miles 

Total fuel consumed:  12,777 Gallons 

Average price per gallon:  $3.08 

Average cost per night for campsite:  $27.31 

Average spent on campsite fees and fuel per year:  $6,720.00   

Number of nights camping for free:  323 

Lowest elevation visited:  -279 feet at Bad Water Basin, California 

Highest elevation visited:  11,158 feet at Vail, Colorado 

Lowest temperature experienced:  26 degrees at Coconino National Forest, Arizona 

Highest temperature experienced:  102 degrees in Globe, Arizona 



Number of states visited:  46, Rhode Island, Washington, Alaska, and of course Hawaii remain. 

Number of National Park Unit’s enjoyed:  86 

Number of Canadian provinces visited:  4-Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia. 

Number of Excellent Adventure Journals issued:  278 

Number of hits on our webpage:  140,732 

Number of addresses in group notification email list:  206  

Number of folks signed up for notification of release of latest journal:  76 

Number of comments from readers:  2,199 

Top commenters:  Randy R, Chet G, Reed and Beta D, and Nancy G…Thanks Folks! 

 

 

Kit’s Bit’s:  


